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Abstract

An ATLAS level 2 trigger algorithm designed to use track infor-
mation to fit the position, width and tilt of the the LHC beamline
near the interaction point was debugged and its initial performance
was assessed using a toy Monte Carlo to generate fake tracks. A cal-
culation to determine the xy covariance of the vertex distribution was
added. The fitter accurately determines the location of displaced pri-
mary vertices and successfully measures the tilt of the beam. The
distribution of fit results about the true value was fit very well to a
standard normal distribution. Studies of its performance for fitting
the beam width are ongoing.

1 Motivation

ATLAS (A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS) is one of two general purpose particle
detectors designed to probe proton collisions at the Large Hadron Collider
(hereafter LHC). A large challenge that such experiments face is how to
handle the vast amount of information that is being rapidly read out of the
detector: the LHC is designed to deliver approximately 40 million proton col-
lisions per second, and ATLAS computing resources permit only about 200
of these events to be stored to tape for future study. Thus, experimenters
must have a clear understanding of the physics processes they hope to dis-
cover, how those processes will manifest themselves in the detector, and how
to design triggering programs that identify the interesting events based on
detector output.
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Current and future HEP experiments at Tevatron and LHC plan to make
careful studies of processes that involve the production of massive particles
in the third family of the Standard Model of particle physics, namely the top
and bottom quarks and the tau lepton. In particular, the Higgs boson is pre-
dicted to strongly couple to these third-family particles. When these particles
are created during proton-proton collisions, they often travel a distance on
the order of milimeters before decaying, because their decay involves weak
processes which take a long time compared to decays mediated by other
fundamental forces (for example the strong force). Thus, trigger software
that can identify displaced secondary vertices is very helpful for identify-
ing potential Higgs events. A precise measurement of the attributes of the
beamline near the interaction point is needed for subsequent measurements
of secondary vertices by other trigger algorithms.

There are a number of desired properties for such an algorithm. In ad-
dition to being accurate, It must be fast, and so it is advantageous to use
analytic fits (as opposed to numerical optimization) whenever possible. The
algorithm should have a finite memory, to allow it to recover from errors or
abrupt changes in the beamline. It must be robust in the sense that it should
be able to handle a wide variety of beam configurations.

2 How the Fitter Works

An understanding of the coordinate system and track parameters used in the
ATLAS detector is necessary for understanding how the fitter works. Please
refer to figure 1. We place the origin of the detector’s coordinate system at
its center, and choose the z axis to run parallel to the beamline. For the
purposes of this algorithm, all of the track information comes from the inner
detector. We project the tracks onto planes of z = constant, and because we
are examining a small enough length scale, we can neglect the curvature of
the particle trajectories. This leaves us with oriented lines in the xy plane.
The beamline algorithm is primarily concerned with three parameters that
describe these lines: the angular direction φ0, the impact parameter d0 (the
distance of closest approach to the xy origin), and the z-coordinate interval
to which the impact parameter belongs. Two parameters are recorded for
each track, the transverse momentum and the pseudo-rapidity, but these are
of less importance for the beamline algorithm.

To perform the fit, we first note that we can write the following relation
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Figure 1: The ATLAS detector coordinate system and track parameters

between φ0 and the impact parameter d0 in terms of the x and y coordinates
of the vertex (this can be done by parameterizing the track and minimizing
its distance to the origin):

|d0| = |y cosφ0 − x sinφ0| (1)

We wish to allow d0 to take on negative values, while still obeying equation
1. To achieve the proper sign convention, consider a vector drawn from the
xy origin to the point of the track’s closest approach to the origin, and call
this ~r. Let p̂ represent the unit vector in the direction of the track. Then
the signed value of d0 is given by

d0 = (~r × p̂) · ẑ (2)

= y cosφ0 − x sinφ0 (3)

To good approximation, if the beamline is not changing rapidly with time,
the x and y coordinates of the interaction points will be distributed according
to a bivariate Gaussian distribution. We can perform a linear least squares
fit on equation 3 to obtain an analytic expression for our fitted values of the
average x and y coordinates of the vertex.

As we accumulate tracks over the course of one beamline fit, we group
them into so-called ”wedges” based on their z-coordinate and φ0. The algo-
rithm only performs a fit after a set number of tracks in have accumulated
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in each wedge. This ensures that we have enough statistics to perform an
accurate fit. We began with the wedge structure used in Fermilab’s CDF
detector, which contained 6 z segments and 12 φ0 groups for a total of 72
wedges.

Once enough tracks have accumulated in all the wedges, we perform sep-
arate fits for x and y in each wedge. We also perform such a fit in each z
segment including all the from all 12 of its associated phi0 groups. We then
use the fit results from each z segment to perform a 3D fit for x, y at z = 0,
as well as the tilt of the beamline dx

dz
and dy

dz
, using the relations

xi = x3D +
dx

dz
zi (4)

yi = y3D +
dy

dz
zi (5)

We can also information from track pairs to measures the variances σ2
x, σ2

y

and σxy of the distribution describing the event vertices. To do so, we note
that for a set of track pairs originating from the xy origin, the covariance of
the impact parameters of the track pairs is given by

< d1d2 > = < (x cosφ1 − y sinφ1)(x cosφ2 − y sinφ2) > (6)

= sinφ1(σ
2
x − σxy cosφ2) + cosφ1(σ

2
y − σxy sinφ2) (7)

We can use this relation to perform our width fit.
When the detector accumulates data, it will record a certain number of

”ghost tracks” due to random detector hits. To avoid using these tracks in
the fit, we apply a cut on the measured d0 minus the expected d0 based on
our current best measurement of the vertex position; we refer to this value
as dcorr. Since ghost tracks have a flat distribution of d0 versus phi, the cuts
on dcorr get rid of many of them. Typically, our first guess for the vertex
position is the origin. After we have performed our first fit for the vertex
position, we use it in a subsequent fit iteration to make tighter cuts on dcorr.

3 My Work and Results

A beamline algorithm that meets the requirements requirements outlined in
section 1 already exists and is being used for the CDF detector at Fermi
National Accelerator. Before I arrived, a version of the algorithm was ported
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from CDF and adapted for inclusion in the ATLAS software framework. My
first task was to understand the code and how the fitter works. The program
was initially not able to generate any useful output, so it was my task to
debug it to a point that its performance could begin to be tested. To run
the tests, we made use of a ”toy” Monte Carlo which generated random
track parameters according to pure Gaussian and exponential distributions,
without attempting to simulate the actual track reconstruction algorithms
used by the detector, account for detector misalignment, or other such factors
that could affect the real fit performance.

My second major task was to organize the output into an ntuple that
could be read by the ROOT data analysis package. The ntuple was divided
into separate sections for fit results performed in each detector wedge, the
3D width fit including beam tilt, the beam width fit, and the fake track
information generated by the Monte Carlo. I added a calculation for the
covariance of the beam width (σxy)from equation 7.

Figure 2: Vertex position fits in the six separate z-segments, illustrating the
effect of beam tilt
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One very basic test of the fitter’s performance is to see if on average
it outputs the correct location of a fixed vertex. Figure 2 shows some fit
results for the x-coordinate of the vertex for a beam that was set to have
x-coordinate = -1.098 (in arbitrary length units) and a beam tilt of 440
microradians in the x direction. The six peaks correspond to a fitted beam
position in the six z-segments into which we divided the tracks, and their
average fit position lies precisely where we want it to be. The distances
between the peaks accurately captures the effect of the beam tilt. It is also

Figure 3: Centered, normalized fits of the vertex position follow a standard
normal distribution

useful to test for any biases in the fit by verifying that the distribution of
centered, normalized fit results for a fixed vertex position is standard normal.
Figure 3 shows such a distribution for the fitted x-coordinate of the vertex
among all the z segments of the detector for a beam with no tilt. As the
fit statistics in the upper right-hand side of the figure indicate, the mean is
approximately zero (within error) and the standard deviation is about 0.95,
which is satisfactory.
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4 Remaining Tasks

There is still a great amount of work left to be done. Further assessment using
the toy Monte Carlo is needed to determine how does the fitter respond to a
moving vertex, finite track reconstruction acceptance/efficiency, track fitting
errors, detector dead regions/noisy channels, and biases depending on sample
selection. Once those studies are completed, it will be useful to make use of a
more detailed simulation that makes use the actual output of the detector’s
tracking algorithms, and to emulate the effect of upstream trigger selections.
Such a Monte Carlo could also be used for more tests of the effects of detector
dead channels and detector misalignment, and to study the effect of multiple
interactions at the interaction point.

Once those assessments are completed, the algorithm must be optimized.
Open questions include what is the optimal segmentation of the detector
for accumulating track information, how many tracks should accumulate for
each fit, what are the best dcorrcuts to use, and how many iterations should
be employed.
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